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COMEDY

Part 1 - Purgatorio 

Photographic exegeses on the Comedy of  Dante Alighieri 





“light that makes visible can also blind”

Canto VIII
36



Canto I 

121-129
When we had reached a place where the cool shade 

allowed the dew to linger on the slope, 
resisting a while longer the sun’s rays, 

my master placed both of  his widespread hands 
gently upon the tender grass, and I, 

who understood what his intention was, 

offered my tear-stained face to him, and he 
made my face clean, restoring its true colour, 

once buried underneath the dirt of  Hell. 
 



Mercifully I don’t need to physically touch you to clean you. Your 
uglinesses, your age, your vulgarities or dissymmetry can all  
disappear. And the filth. I don’t even need photoshop anymore.  
You don’t even need me anymore, you can do it yourself, on an app. 

Is our problem with retouching that the effect of  photography on 
time is contrary to what we have come to expect it to be, and in 
fact more marked? With retouching we are clearly trying to cheat 
time. Rather than time being clearly marked by photography we 
see instead our own desperation to evade, change and cheat time in 
precisely the medium least apt to assuage us. 

(In meetings about finance when a certain sum of  money is  
proposed as a “target” which everyone knows to be false, utterly 
beyond the realms of  possibility or chance, but it is chosen to be 
proceeded with in order that time can still function despite the utter 
lack of  truth, the absence and painful withdrawal of  truth. A kind of  
life on credit.) 

When I wash your face with lights and retouching, in a darkroom or 
on a computer, I make your face into the plasticy death of  a credit 
card. Your face is not only changed, made “better” - it is made into 
a pure sign of  your unpretty paucity, wretched insufficiency and 
impathetic fear of  death.  



Canto II

70-72
Just as a crowd, greedy for news, surrounds 
the messenger who bears the olive branch, 

and none too shy to elbow-in his way, 

so all the happy souls of  these Redeemed 
stared at my face, forgetting as it were, 

the way to go to make their beauty whole. 
 



Non nova sed nove. 

Just as the redeemed are not free, just as the pilgrim sins in the  
Inferno… still we cut time, and then spend time, looking at kittens 
and tits. 

Weightless, paused tits, in order that we might look not at these tits 
new and new and new, nor at new schroedinger’s kittentits, but anew 
at exactly the same first. Tits but denied time and denied death, by 
the very theatre of  death itself. 

Photography is the most canonical of  the acts of  creation, I create 
something to imagine myself  as God. 

But I am not God. I can only look again at something which has 
changed and which I will lose and, onanistically weeping, grieve the 
loss. 

(Look at something, again, and then imagine it, now. This is not 
what is given in the photograph.) 

Photography is the sign of  a pathetic remorse for our cretinous  
denial of  mourning. 



Canto VII

55-57
There’s nothing that prevents our going up 
except the darkness of  the shadows: this, 
alone, afflicts the will with impotence. 



UpGoing. 

I still sometimes think of  an interview with David Lynch about his 
filming Inland Empire on digital broadcast cameras. How there was 
something interesting about digital shadows, people hated them, at 
some point, and liked the thick gloopy blacks in film instead. Those 
particular impotences of  film were preferred to the impotences of  
digital cameras. 

They were beautiful those strange blocks of  ghostly noise trembling 
and vibrating in the shadows, distracting attention into those parts 
that I couldn’t see, couldn’t read or understand or make meaning 
from, I couldn’t take anything from them… 

Although this is not quite true, I think. The thing was that the power 
of  the pure black film shadow was its absolute mystery –  it was a 
safe shadow, after all, the promise of  pure speculative “meaning” as 
such. A semi divine act of  making hysteria into perversion, making 
the generous human potential of  doubt into the simplistic abuse of  
“mystery”; an almost less revolting form of  jealousy. 

Those moments of  digital noise are gone. It is strange now to see 
students and young artists appealing to a volume of  grain and digital 
noise that they never knew, and which lasted such a brief  period of  
time. The nostalgia of  the early digital and the old promise of  doubt 
is made, as it must be posteverything,  
pasticheonpasticheonpasticheonpastiche (greed).   



Canto VIII

19-21
Sharpen your sight, Reader: the truth, this time, 

is covered by a thinner veil, and so, 
the meaning should be easy to perceive. 



With cameras which make making a photograph so seemingly  
simple it is easy to see the attraction in an unexpected effect, in 
chemical, wet processes.
 
But it is also impossible not merely to see these “mistakes” as, again, 
pastiche, as a denial of  doubt, in favour of  an appeal to ignorance 
and a demonstrative and dramatic throwing up of  the arms. The 
fetishisation of  form must be understood as quite as perverse in the 
positive and negative orientations, for or against technical progress. 
To be seduced by something which looks a bit watery is as revolting 
as to be seduced by something which looks very sharp. 

(Synonyms - photographic close ups of  animals, rococo church  
decoration, guitar solos, onanistic self  fetishisation via Wuthering 
Heights [book, song, video all roughly the same level of  pervert]) 

It is very easy to make a photograph now. It is very difficult to make 
a photograph now. 
 
To make a photograph in a darkroom, or to use a process is not to 
see anew, its is to seek the same “feeling” again, a directly  
masturbatory nostalgia. 

Seeing anew is not the same as seeing again. Purgatory is not so easy, 
come now, shall we go? 

Let us go then, you and… Oh, you have gone back. So long, then.  



Canto XI

94-96
That One for Whom no new thing can exist 

fashioned this art of  visible speech – so strange 
to us who do not know it here on earth. 



Writing is not speech, langue is not parole. Is this right?  
What is a whatsapp message? It is not writing, and it is not speech. 
And what is a picture message? And what is a picture message sent 
to the wrong address? And what is a picture message which is  
unsolicited? What is a dick pic?  

Animals speak, fine, perhaps. Animals make signs, yes, fine. Animals 
do not have double articulated language. OK Uncle Roland. 

Language is atrophied so are dick pics, atrophied. When love is 
meaningless why bother having genitalia?  

God gave us writing, thus giving us what we understand by a doubly 
articulated language, about 69,000 years after she gave us art. In 
terms of  when Christ was crucified writing was, relatively speaking, 
new, about 3000 years old. So in terms of  an embodied bringing-of-
her-message God waited until there was language, a relatively well 
developed written language to take on form, which is to say – to 
become image. 
 
Where, in my initial understanding of  things, photography had 
killed God, where the murder weapon was the camera – I have 
developed the thought that of  course she was actually always still 
there/here. There is no post-secular period, no return to spirituality 
in thought, God was always there, she only allowed us to imagine 
she was not and instead really was merely absent. So what the fuck 
was she doing with photographs, with the grand proliferation of  
images? This is the real question of  the photographic. What they do 
politically is only science, the threat the constituted to our ability to 
believe anything was absolute. Why did/does she allow there to be 
photographs? Why are we allowed to see things anew, with  
photographs? The question of  the photographic is primarily a theo-
logical one. 



136-139
True, some of  them were more compressed, some less, 

as more or less weight pressed on each one’s back, 
but even the most patient of  them all 

seemed through his tears to say: “I can’t go on!”



The misreading of  Beckett as “miserable” bothers me. I can’t go on. 
I’ll go on. 
 
Whereof  one cannot think, thereof  one must remain silent. Beckett 
urges us, then, to try to think, and to speak, still. There is nothing 
more idiotic and cruel than silence. I’ll go on. You cannot, you must, 
go on. What is miserable about this? It is a description of  belief  in its 
most basic form. Belief  against the norm. 
 
Pictures are at the end of  language and here I am still speaking like 
an idiot. It is too much to speak anymore. To speak makes you a hys-
teric. I would rather be a hysteric, still doubting, than a monstrous 
silent pervert. 



Canto XII

61-69
I saw Troy gaping from its ashes there: 

O Ilium, how you were fallen low, 
depicted on the sculptured road of  stone. 

What master artist with his brush or pen 
could reproduce these shapes and shadings here? 

Such art must overwhelm the subtlest mind! 

The dead seemed dead, the living seemed alive; 
no witness to the scene itself  saw better than I 

who trod upon it, head bent low. 



When my father showed me the pictures of  Dresden in ashes I 
thought they were beautiful. My life was not split in two, not in any 
kind of  dramatic way where I understood the suffering that had 
happened there, or the utter devastation and suffering. 
Later when I understood a bit more what they were I couldn’t shake 
the idea that they were beautiful so I became jaded and indifferent 
about them. There are those aerial photos of  the destroyed  
buildings, and the ones from the street, it seems like from a corner 
of  a street but there are no buildings left there so it is hard to call it a 
corner really. 
 
But at first they looked to me like a report of  something that had 
absolutely no reference point in my life other than maybe Batman 
or something, some ghostly city. Dresden always seemed far more 
beautiful there, as it was, all destroyed, than any of  the cities I had 
visited then. Which were always just really ugly and scary, scary in 
their successfulness and still-standing-ness somehow. Just grotesquely 
inhuman. That Dresden had fallen apart seemed far more like how 
I understood things were, fallen. I had a really happy childhood. 
But also when I got to that mirror stage thing I looked at what I saw, 
and from then I have been waiting for it to fall apart so that I can 
be more human. Dresden is still beautiful in the photos, the photos 
themselves are beautiful, too. But I knew then and know now you 
can’t really say things like that. I mean I know that what happened 
there was disgustingly inhuman. I read lots of  books my dad gave 
me, about it all 

(This is less like an exegesis, less like ekphrasis and more like a kind 
of  analysts couch confession. Maybe I hate it?) 



Canto XIII

67-72
Just as the blind cannot enjoy the sun, 
so, to the shades I saw before me here, 
the light of  Heaven denies its radiance: 

the eyelids of  these shades had been sewn shut 
with iron threads, like falcons newly caught, 
whose eyes we stitch to tame their restlessness. 



That the blind cannot enjoy the sun is to suggest that the primary 
enjoyment to be derived from the sun is that it lights, reflects and 
produces the sensory effects which we categorise as “sight”. In 
which case the sewing closed of  the eyes would be an excruciating 
punishment not only because it would be extremely painful but also 
because it would not permit one to see, anymore, the light radiating, 
reflecting and refracting and so on and so on. 
Photographers will not need to have their eyes sewn closed in the 
Inferno. 

(Having watched all eight seasons of  Walking Dead and four sea-
sons of  Fear the Walking Dead first by mistake, I wonder about the 
Zombies most of  all. In the television programmes they are barely 
characterized. They cannot speak, but they can see. Like infants they 
can murmur, as though beyond or after language in the same way 
as an infant is before language? They are image without articulated 
voice. I wonder what the zombies write, and what they take  
photographs of ? 
 
I also wonder about their ability to act communally, with a  
communal goal.  They seem capable of  planning and organisation 
on a vast scale without speech or any recognisable sign system. They 
seem capable of  understanding the economy in its contemporary 
sense far better than any of  the utterly vacuous characters who make 
up the living. If  the zombies eyes were sewn closed would it make 
any difference? If  they were not able to see either would they then 
be at a vast disadvantage to other zombies, or would they be ac-
cepted into the group quite as readily as any other undead creature? 
Guided by the momentum of  the group? Are the zombies, then,  
sensory beings but merely without souls, like Nymphs? The Zombies 
are Nymphs. Or Proto Nymphs, as Nyphs do have language, it is 
a soul that the Nymph lacks, thus the pursuit of  the impregnating 
male to allow them to gain via the birth of  a soul bearing child 



a soul of  their own in the process. Zombies don’t seem to breed, 
or have desire of  any kind other than to keep “living” as a group. 
Without language though, they are what? Pre-Nymphs, Pre-Post-
Nymphs? At the stage before, but after the possibility of  the Nymph 
has died in culture? Is a Zombie a soul-less entity? What happened 
to the soul of  the Zombie? Is it trapped inside the shell waiting to 
be released? Inside the envelope of  its body there is a letter which is 
waiting to be read by Peter?)

(Democritus isn’t in here. But, Tiresias is.) 





Canto XVI

40-42
“...God has given me the special grace 

of  His desire that I should see His court 
by means unknown to men of  our own day”



Millennial Conformity. 
No one knows more than I can google ergo knowledge is meaning-
less. Experience is meaningless (except travelling I love travelling but 
now I kind of  shouldn’t because Greta but I DO think its still really 
important that like everyone travels and speaks another language). 
Time is meaningless (but it is also money so yeah I will volunteer 
for causes I totes believe in but I want really paid to do creative stuff 
yeah because creating uses up my energy yeah?) Expertise is  
meaningless (I can google it and I don’t really believe my teachers 
know anything about the modern world because they don’t even 
really live in it because they are just teachers and I definitely know 
mummy and daddy don’t lols)   

The old idea is that there are like some exceptional people who like 
“received a gift” or whatever. But the thing is that I know that I have 
the right to share my gifts too yeah. Except I am unwilling to do the 
work that is required to be gifted. I am happy to work towards  
getting more money than the gifted people, but am unwilling that 
their gift be considered at a level that is more or less “creative” than 
my bare pursuit of  money. Yeah? Or yeah? 

That creation is the work of  God alone is factually true. To imagine 
oneself  creative one can only be creating for oneself  the imaginary 
power of  God. I have made enough money to display to you that I 
am a God, I am willing to show to you that I have taken away  
money from someone else in order to display that I am able to take 
away other people’s money because I believe myself  to be Godlike. 
Your only gift is being able to forgive yourself. 

The greatest and most valuable (The basest and most lucrative) gift 
we have been given (shit we have allowed ourselves) is the gift of  self  
forgiveness (is to have wilfully misread “...then everything is  
permitted.” as a fucking injunction to behave like animals).(.) 



103-105
As you can see, bad leadership has caused 

the present state of  evil in the world, 
not Nature that has grown corrupt in you.



Your nature is impotent sin, sin that you merely do.  

An animal can do something.  

Human nature is to also be able to not do, but not to not do, rather 
to not-do, which is to say to do while not-doing.  

Bad leadership is natural wrongdoing as will to power.  

Nature has not grown corrupt in you so long as you are able to not-
do while doing. 

Agamben’s potentiality reminds me of  Walker Evans  
“misframing”. To take a photograph while not-taking, is the only 
type of  photograph I was ever interested in making, but it seems to 
be very important to learn how to take one, so that you can learn 
then not-to make one. I cannot yet understand fully why I had to 
learn to take before I learned to make, but then I suppose reducing 
it like that, perhaps answers the question. One must find, and thus 
refind things, in order to then make anything. It is in the process of  
refinding that one can “remember” how to find at all. Quotes are 
only worth writing out if  they are Q U O T E S, if  they are put into 
the register of  being rather than merely knowing.  



115-117
When finally my soul became aware 

of  the reality that lay beyond, 
I recognized my error and its truth. 



It’s not that things change, or that things are different, or that things 
are… they are only exactly not what you thought they were. Truth 
is, as such, precisely, a lie. 
 
Where we used to have the figure of  the hysteric we can now easily 
recognise the absolutist pervert. And where once we were perverts 
now we are suicidal hysterics. Attraction is only fatal, after all. 

The refusal to eat your manager’s excrement is now a mental illness. 
Conformity with the practice of  eating your manager’s shit is  
vocationally attractive.

M A N G I A !
 
The law is clearly and openly criminal. It is not even that what you 
thought is not correct, it is absolutely what you know that it should 
not be and yet you must treat it, anyway, as though it were what you 
had at first imagined it to be. 
 
No wonder that there is absurdity, still. 

“You do not have cancer! Great news.”
“Will I die anyway?” 
“Yes. But not from cancer.” 
“Will I suffer?”
“Yes.”
“Can you help?”
“No” 
Right. 

Empiricism - Positivism - Dogmatism. (Medicine). (Theory vs  
Doctrine) 



(To make a photograph because the form you have stolen has  
seduced you, is to eat the shit of  the Great Beast. To make a  
photograph because the form has made you vibrate with anxiety, 
AND the fear and trembling only experienced under the gaze of  
God… then you have a chance. But if  your brain is merely  
masturbating all you ever going to make are little “materiality” 
marks. The only stain which is beautiful is the pool of  blood at the 
base of  your crucifixion.) 





Canto XVII

106-123
Now, since it is a fact that love cannot 
ignore, the welfare of  its loving self, 

there’s nothing in the world can hate itself; 

and since no being can be conceived as being 
all in itself, severed from the First Being, 
no creature has the power to hate his God. 

And so it follows, if  I argue well, 
the evil that man loves must be his neighbour’s. 
This love springs up three ways in mortal clay: 

There is the man who sees his own success 
connected to his neighbours downfall; thus, 

he longs to see him fall from eminence. 

Next, he who fears to lose honor and fame, 
power and favour, if  his neighbour rise: 

vexed by this good, he wishes for the worst. 

Finally he who, wronged, flares up in a rage: 
with his great passion for revenge, he thinks 

only of  how to harm his fellow man. 

This threefold love is purged by those below. 
Now, I would have you know the other kind: 
love that without measure pursues its good. 

 



@sourcephotographicreview
@keztheguru
@rupikaur_
@...



Canto XVIII

22-24
From what is real your apprehensive power 
extracts an image it displays within you, 

forcing your mind to be attentive to it. 



The era of  the photographic - 
Attention is very important. Attention was very important. 

It is amusing how quickly we imagine we have moved along from 
things, now. 



37-39
They think this, for love’s substance, probably, 
seems always good, but though the wax is good, 

the impression made upon it may be bad. 
 



Agamben likes to use the Aristotelian comparison between the 
human soul and a wax covered stone tablet. The wax waiting to be 
written on is the soul, the potential of  the soul.

Photography is the bare tablet without the possibility of  re- 
introducining wax. 
 
We prefer a tablet onto which we cannot write.  A tablet which  
cannot be written on. Oh just give us the fucking facts and the truth 
be damned! 

Although, we do like to give the impression of  having wax, still. The 
wax is melted down and used for other things now. The forgiveness 
of  one’s own greed, mostly. 

Computer Gamers are allowed to watch pornography and kill  
virtual versions of  each other all day because it is “creative” to 
“play”. 

Greediness being forgiven as creativity is an instance of  the above 
described alternate uses of  the melted-down wax which is no longer 
on the stone tablet which once described your soul. 

You are condemned to “live in a world you despise but are powerless 
to change”...  at least some rich arsehole will get richer selling your 
photographs after you are dead. 



49-51
Every substantial form, being distinct 

from matter, yet somehow conjoined with it, 
contains within it a certain power. 



1. If  this is rewritten as a question - “If  each substantial form, in its 
distinctness from mere matter, yet somehow made out of  it, contains 
some sort of  power… then what is this power?” is asked of  the  
photographic form, is the answer that we are, with a photograph, 
standing in Purgatory looking down into the Inferno? It seems  
impossible that we would be looking up into Paradise? It certainly 
has the power to direct our gaze. But to where, is the question? And 
if  we think we are looking at something are we really looking  
something else (this is certainly true); looking at something which 
convinces us it is something else; or merely not looking somewhere 
else? 
 
2. Inferno, Purgatorio and Paradiso could be written, if  we are  
writing here in English and in the Latin alphabet, and left to right, 
and using commonly available signs - 
 
\/O

Down. Up. Round. 
Down Inferno \. 
Up Purgatorio /. 
Circle Paradiso O. 

I don’t know what this means, in terms of  computer code, or  
emoticon, or anything else really. I have just misused language like 
algebra. 



103-105
“Faster! Faster, we have no time to waste, 

for time is love,” cried the others from behind, 
“strive to do good, that grace may bloom again.” 



Is it possible to forgive readers of  the Guardian for not facing their 
Inferno? For the propagation and dissemination of  “concerned” 
“journalism” which we all know is really now just tabloid  
scopophilia?  

Liberalism and centrism are purely gravitational, there is no aspect 
of  grace or attention. Those who imagine that they do good, now, 
are much more deplorable than those who are too tired to worry 
about all that they are doing wrong. Impotence is a lowly sin - using 
fewer plastic bottles. Innocence is still innocence.  Innocence is not 
the demonstrative worshipping of  false idols. 

The weekend study of  photography so that you can have a tinder 
photo on a cold beach with a Nikon strap on top of  your Goretex. 

The four year study of  photography so that you can work in lowly 
administration or retail, or spend your life chasing filth to pretend to 
be excited about helping lizards to sell. 



Canto XIX 

7-18
There came into my dream a woman, stuttering, 

cross-eyed stumbling along along on her maimed feet, 
with ugly yellow skin and hands deformed. 

I stared at her. And as the sun revives 
a body numbed by the nights cold, 

just so my eyes upon her worked to free her tongue 

and straighten out all her deformities, 
gradually suffusing her wan face 

with just the colour love would have desired. 

And once her tongue was loosened by my gaze, 
she started singing, and the way she sang 
captured my mind – it could not free itself. 



“We should celebrate everyone’s beauty in their natural state.” 

I have changed my fucking mind, about the fucking bondsman. 



Canto XXI

133-136
“Now you understand 

how much my love for you burns deep in me, 
when I forget about our emptiness 

and deal with shadows as solid things.”



I don’t want you to keep any photographs of  me, I said!  

They is not a pervert, they is a hysteric. The pervert is you, who 
would prefer the picture to be burned than for them to have it (and 
thus to have access to your their historical happiness with you, to 
have access to the memory of  your tiredness and nakedness). 

To wish to erase our own consensual exposedness is to betray  
humanity as such. That you deny the history of  communal beauty is 
fatalistic fascism, a morality very much in line with the faux liberal 
order of  the day. A sort of  Will Self  level moral lie. 

Would you rather suck sickly fresh new yolky hard boiled eggs or 
weep over the smelly mouldy old spilled oat milk stains on the rug 
we inherited together? You pissed for me on that rug, do you  
remember? 

I printed out a load of  pictures of  your face on the Ricoh at work, I 
am looking forward to running out of  toilet paper so that I can enjoy 
the humiliation which will ensue from the plumbing in the whole 
building backing up on the basis of  your shat face having choked 
everything for everyone. 



Canto XXIII

10-12
Then suddenly we heard the tearful chant 

of  Labia mea Domine, in tones 
inspiring a sweet blend of  joy and pain. 



There was an illusion of  the secular which allowed us to imagine a 
whole set of  fucked up fuck that has fucked us hard into this fucked 
place. 

No one could kiss my filthy mouth. 

God, my lips. 

God, her lips. 



72
Did I say pain? Solace is what I mean!

(Spoken by Forese, friend of  Dante, who is punished for his Greed by starving and 
dehydration) 



The picture of  a loved one. 
The Contrapasso of  the photographic  - deadness and the livingness 
of  the viewer, and the dead lived-ness of  the photographed one, the 
person made image. 

A photograph of  him will never not be painful to see, becoming 
more beautiful each time. 

Whereas a photograph of  her merely become progressively,  
unbearably, more and more repulsive. 



Canto XXIV

52-54
I said to him, “I am the one who, when Love 

inspires me, takes careful note and then, 
gives form to what he dictates in my heart.”



“Moody” Francesca Woodman homage (pastiche) self  portraits on 
#film are less interesting than Venture portraits of  families  
pretending to be happy.



Canto XXVII

127-142
“You now have seen, my son, the temporal 
and the eternal fire, you’ve reached the place 

where my discernment now has reached its end. 

I led you here with skill and intellect; 
from here on, let your pleasure be your guide: 
the narrow ways, the steep, are far below. 

Behold the sun shining upon your brow, 
behold the tender grass, the flowers, the trees, 

which, here, the earth produces of  itself. 

Until those lovely eyes rejoicing come, 
which, tearful, once urged me to come to you, 
you may sit here, or wander as you please. 

Expect no longer words or signs from me. 
Now is your will upright, wholesome and free, 
and not to heed its pleasure would be wrong: 

I crown and miter you lord of  yourself.” 



When did Christian modernity collapse the master, bondsman and 
slave into the “self ”? Presumably at the very instant of  the  
crucifixion? “Consummatum est.” Or, “Consummatum, est”? The 
last breath of  Christ and thence to… the borromean knot of   
modern western subjectivity? And the point at which you can make 
a portrait of  yourself  as Queen of  your misshapen skull world? 

One of  the people who used to work in the department I work in, 
teaching photography, left their job after a period of  stress induced 
by her Second Life avatar having accumulated enormous debt. 
Which  is to say she had, virtually, accumulated a vast amount of  
debt. She had programmed her own ideal self  into a life which was 
even more miserable and ordinary than her own. 

If  guilt is the manifestation of  anxiety, then what really happened 
was that when she had become master she crushed herself  with  
bureaucracy in a world where there was the possibility not to  
participate in bureaucracy. In her real life she took the role of  
master, imagining the computer to act as bondsman, and the avatar 
as slave. It was an attempt to return to some semblance of  order, I 
suppose. But then when Master and Slave and even Bondsman are 
you, then the avatar is only you.  

And the selfie on Instagram is only you. What we rely on is that the 
one who sees you makes you back into Master, Bondsman and Slave, 
or Id, Ego and Superego. Or Imaginary, Symbolic and Real. But the 
Symptom is the thing. Not the Ding Thing, though. 

The photographic is the symptom of  photography. 

Dad sent me a message to the above effect when he knew he would 
die. I know where it is on my computer but I don’t look at it. 



Canto XXVIII 
82-84

“And you who are in front and spoke to me,
if  there is something more you want to know 
I came prepared to tell you what you wish.”



Photography doesn’t name but whatever it does is equally violent. 

I taught one student who says “Hello”. The others ask “How 
much?”. 



Canto XXIX

49
that power which feeds the process of  our thought

(our senses) 



What happens to our sense of  sight when there is a photographic 
representation?
 
And what then happens to our thought? This is the basic question I 
can’t stop asking, and why I keep using photographs, although I care 
about the photographic, not photographs as such. 

“We are not ourselves when nature, being oppressed, 
commands the mind to suffer with the body.” 



Canto XXX

31-33
... a lady – over her white veil 

an olive crown and, under her green cloak, 
her gown, the colour of  eternal flame. 



(The colours of  the Italian flag, these colours also represent in the 
order White, Green, Red - Faith, Hope, Love (later corrupted as 
Charity)) 

In a book on portraiture by Robin Gillanders he talks about colour 
as a distraction. Colours confuse matter(s). There is a car shop in 
Alva that has blue and red and white bunting. And there is a car 
shop in Tillicoultry, four miles along the road, that has green, yellow 
(gold) and white bunting. The car shop in Alva is for protestants, or 
Glasgow Rangers Football Club supporters. The car shop in  
Tillicoultry is for Catholics, supporters of  Glasgow Celtic Football 
Club. 

There is an advert on the internet these days for a film about Lowry 
where it says he only used five colours of  paint, or seven, or six, or 
something. Few colours, anyway. The photographer (camera user) 
rarely picks colours. Some studio photographers do, of  course, they 
are picking all the decorative detritus to frame whatever it is  
someone else is selling. But in the street, at the family party, on a 
walk… we don’t choose those colours. And, of  course, we don’t all 
read all the colours all around us all the time as symbols and  
combinations and sign systems. Photographs produce systems of  
colours so that systems of  colours don’t work anymore as systems of  
colours. 

Imagine a white handkerchief, dotted with blood, lying in the grass. 
 
Imagine a strawberry, still with its husk, on a white plate. 
 
Imagine a white football, green grass and the shoulder of  a football 
player in a red strip. 



Imagine a man and a tree and a dog and five buildings and a car 
and half  of  another car and a streetlamp and a river and river banks 
and a cafe with a light on and a curtain and tables inside and a flag 
and some rubbish inside a partially opaque bin bag and then some 
other rubbish on the ground near the bin bag and imagine colour of  
all of  those things and then imagine how wrong your camera makes 
almost all of  them, just slightly, but not the same as they are, almost 
all of  the time, almost every time you ever make a picture. There are 
reasons, gamuts, sensor types etc etc. You could fix them all, make 
them more as you saw them. But by the time you get to fixing them 
you will not really remember exactly how you saw them so even if  
you understand all the ways in which it was going wrong when you 
tried to suck those colours from the world you will never never have 
the same colours again, and likely not even close and even if  you 
could, even if  you could imagine that you could none of  them, in no 
way, would ever come close to the colour that you imagine when I 
say red. 

You can always tell a simplistic seduction in photography when the 
colour palate has clearly been reduced. Like in those films where 
they grade scenes to be more or less monochromatic. Like Blade 
Runner 2045 or whatever it was called. And that shit Tom Ford film 
with Colin Firth. When colours are reduced rather than wrangled 
with it is always an indication that your cock is being sucked by the 
Devil. And this is an indication that you are learning that sucking 
cock is something you should really do, elsewhere, out there, in the 
world. Don’t. Her cock tastes horrible, trust me. 





121-145
There was a time my countenance sufficed, 

as I let him look into my young eyes 
for guidance on the straight path to his goal; 

but when I passed into my second age 
and changed my life for Life, that man you see 

strayed after others and abandoned me; 

when I had risen from the flesh to the spirit, 
become more beautiful, more virtuous, 

he found less pleasure in me, loved me less, 

and wandered from the path that leads to truth, 
pursuing simulacra of  the good, 

which promise more than they can ever give. 

I prayed that inspiration came to him 
through dreams and other means: in vain I tried 

to call him back, so little did he care. 

To such depths did he sink that, finally, 
there was no other way to save his soul 

except to have him see the Damned in Hell. 

That this might be, I visited the Dead, 
and offered my petition and my tears 

to him who until now has been his guide. 

The highest laws of  God would be annulled 
if  he crossed Lethe, drinking its sweet flow, 

without having to pay at least some scot 

of  penitence poured forth in guilty tears.” 



Beatrice didn’t ask for all this love shit that Dante put on her. 

The (Divine) Comedy is not the story of  Dante’s love for Beatrice 
but of  Beatrice’s love for Dante. Our love, we the lover’s, love of  the 
beloved, is actually something which belongs to the beloved, which 
we in some sense borrow from them. So, perhaps it is the story of  
Dante’s love for Beatrice, on the understanding that Beatrice owns 
the love which Dante has for her, it is her love which produces his 
feeling of  love for her, in which case it is clear why he is able to pour 
fourth the guilty tears for the sins he has committed in the interim. If  
she owns his love, it is her love, which is felt by him, which has been 
betrayed and offended by his thoughtless loving of  others, by his 
paucity of  care from himself  and his life? By doing these things he 
puts her love into these situations? The line, then, between the lover 
and the beloved it is not so clear, if  we are to take this Kierkegaard-
ian-Chirstian conception of  it? It is not that the lover selfishly insists 
on their love, it is that the beloved controls and rejects and in effect 
produces the love, and the acts produced thereof, of  the lover.  
Beatrice’s love insisted that Dante betray her in these simplistic 
earthly ways that later she might return to him as an idea? No,  
because his idea of  her was all he ever had. He never had her love, 
she did not at any stage profess her love to him. He imagined her 
beauty, her love, her grace. The image of  Beatrice allowed Dante to 
dream of  her love, he loved the image of  her, the image which had 
no capability of  ownership of  love which could in turn be borrowed 
by a lover. The image of  Beatrice was the dream of  Dante, and so, 
then, even the image was fucked. Dante by his love of  Beatrice  
constructs a moral order and a hatred of  his fellow man on the 
basis of  his own dream of  borrowing the love of  a dead woman’s 
projected ghost. Dante fell in love with a picture of  a girl on Tinder 
and then produced the most judgemental and prejudicially beautiful 
work in our history of  culture in the west?  Dante’s love was entirely 



unrequited and his intimacy non consensual. 

It is clear why this is profoundly problematic. In terms of   
contemporary #ethics etc etc. If  God is dead, and everything is 
permitted, then love between two human individuals is impossible. 
Without the mediating third element which provides the framework 
and the gaze (to which their love might have communally assumed 
responsibility for it, as its amoursment), there is no possibility of  love. 
Love is hereby reduced to the type of  dream-image accumulation in 
the individual from which we might currently imagine that Dante 
suffered. The lover becomes political, as master, slave and bondsman 
at once, in a grotesquely abstracted and prejudicial dream of  the 
lover. Who then is free to communicate, or not, their infernal,  
purgatorial and paradisic system. Romantic love is reduced to the 
sort of  inertia inducing bondsmanism that we currently aspire to/
endure. 

(If  Beatrice, on her journey to hell, was carrying a little envelope full 
of  photographs, what would they be photos of ? Entreaties.  
Supplications. Benedictions. Petitions. (Petition doesn’t mean petition 
any more. Petitions are things for people who think children talking 
about climate change is “important” rather than acknowledging that 
they knew very well about climate change before Greta was ever 
born. The absolute atrophy of  language.)) 

 (Which photograph would make me pour forth my guilty penitent 
tears?) 

“Who is that third who always walks beside you?” 





Canto XXXI

49-51
You never saw in Nature or in Art 

a beauty like the beauty of  my form, 
which clothed me once and now is turned to dust. 



The image of  Beatrice is what illuminates the Inferno and the 
mountain of  Purgatory, it is her being image which catalyses the 
progress of  the Pilgrim. That she is an image so she can be followed, 
as flesh she could not have been, for courtly reasons, and even if  
those were removed, for human reasons. She would not have been 
worth following, or perhaps more kindly she would not have been 
concrete enough to have offered the type of  illumination which is 
required for the type of  journey we read about in the Comedy.  (A 
Comedy not of  errors rather one in which errors are overcome). 

Beatrice is beautiful only because she is dead. 

If  only Dante had had a photograph of  Beatrice he could have seen 
here there, dead already before she died, and then he would never 
have had to journey through the Inferno and up the mountain. And 
the photograph would not only have outlasted Beatrice, but also 
Dante himself. He could have died still distracted, as happy as a pig 
in shit. And then he would have turned to dust, too. Happy stupid 
dust. In his happy stupid dusty clothes. His happy dusty body and 
bones, in his happy stupid clothes, in his happy tiny wooden camera. 



85-87
I felt the stabbing pain of  my remorse: 

what I had loved the most of  all the things 
that were not she, I hated now the most. 



 The end of  the pornographised affair. 
“Erotology”

The wax on the tablet is marked by the light from the lens, but it is 
not light that we see when we look at the impressions after all. We 
see the result of  the burning that the light produced on the wax, the 
congealing of  the fat and its melting away. We see where the light 
was so strong that the wax has congealed and we see also where the 
light has been insufficient to thicken it in a black, congealed mass, 
where rather it has melted it and it has dribbled off. These areas 
then are transparent, on the negative. We can see through the areas 
where there was not enough light. Where there was light it burned 
the wax black, it marked the wax.  Skia-graph, the drawing of  
shadows. Where the light hits it draws on the negative, in black, but 
then in its second stage it disappears again, leaving the paper white. 
The shadow melts away the wax on the negative tablet, and when 
we pour light through it again it blackens the paper. It is the shadows 
which are “drawn”. It is the negative of  the negative of  the negative. 

And all of  the above is only plausible also IF the second term, 
Graphos, is useful or adequate. Where to write or to draw requires 
the author to be responsible for each term added, the photographer 
is rather a receiver of  arrangements via the distortion of  the lens 
bearing machine. All that is in the frame cannot be accounted for 
by sensory perception alone at the moment of  executing the shutter 
button (here I am referring to the use of  a hand held camera in the 
usual walk around, perhaps touristic, guise, not an electron fucking 
microscope or so, where, of  course, the result is more or less  
determined before the thing is even switched on. And which, then, 
in some sense might be more usefully referred to as a photo graphos. 
It merely draws what we have designed, although the object is  
potentially unknown we know that it will be drawn and the scale it 



will be drawn and the colour and so on and so on. Here we cannot 
really be surprised by what we see directly, what we infer from what 
we see is another matter, but even then we are not as surprised, not 
to any extent so clearly surprised, not so the victims of  chance - as 
we are in a street photograph. That is only if  we pay attention to the 
street photograph with the same level of  intellectual curiosity.) 

(Blind Photography. Rosita McKenzie.) 

Porno-graphy, then. To be sold -Drawing. Of  sales -drawing/writing.
 And makes it clearer why so many things now are reasonably and 
usefully described as pornographic. Almost everything now falls 
under the umbrella of  pornography. 

The internet economy is not modelled on the delivery of  a product 
but rather around the number of  punters you can guarantee will see 
an advert for their shit product per hour, or per minute. Per click. 
Which is to say the payment that the actors in the pornographic 
films you watch receive is not on the basis of  their performances 
but rather on the fact that enough people have been on the page for 
enough seconds that the advert which appears next to their  
performance will have had time to snake and settle in to your  
consciousnesses when you are in a state of  distraction. And, of  
course, we can clearly understand here that the actors are in no way 
likely to actually profit from this hugely profitable use of  their  
performances. It is not that one is paid on the basis of  these  
performances, or their having appeared next to given adverts. There 
is no “commission” basis for payment. If  you are fucking next to a 
Tesco advert you do not get paid more than if  you are fucking next 
to a Co-Op one. 



Unless, of  course, you set up your own pornographic website where 
you can attempt to sell your little movies and benefit directly from 
the ad revenue. Or you could participate in the “Community”  
pornographic websites in the same as-per-the-commission-not-paid 
to the “professional” pornographic actors whose films appear  
“illegally” (but, of  course, with the implicit consent of  the movie 
makers who, in allowing this little sneaky of  their films to appear for 
free, profit in some share of  the advertising revenue agreed before 
hand with the “host”). The community pornographic approach 
allows the host still to profit from the advertising revenue while also 
not paying for the production of  the hook-content which keeps 
people glued to the page long enough for the ads to get to their ten 
seconds, or whatever the fuck it is time that they need to further 
convince me that my penis remains insufficient. 

This is how we live, in a community pornographic website. But to 
what extent does making ourselves into attempted pornographic 
stars, and thus failing to be the much more persuasive and powerful 
banner ads affect our sense of  self ? In what was is Giddens “Project 
of  the self ” energised under such conditions, under the contidion 
that the sex is clearly secondary in terms of  financial value to  
whatever else is being offered by the side of  the portrayal of  the act 
of  sex; that sex is a secondary activity here, which occurs for a  
dismal wage, next to a very small advert for something which 
produces millions for a business a thousand times the wealth of  the 
host, and ten thousand times the wealth of  the actors? How can we 
begin to register the impact of  the photograph here, of  the moving 
picture? Every photograph you make of  yourself, of  your life, is a 
pornographic film. One frame on the reel. It is your pathetic  
exposed pudenda membra, open and soft for all the world to make a 
cum-tribution video with.  

Of  course it has nothing to do with Beatrice. Nothing to do with 



the others. It is the inherited narcissism of  the inflection (as opposed 
to reflectiveness) of  pornographic communication. Basic medium 
as message stuff. The phone asks you to make pictures. Asks you to 
send them. Asks you to look to the side when you receive one, or 
swipe for the next one? Or for the other things around, the better 
things. The more coercive things. Without the love of  God Beatrice’s 
tits are just like any other tits. 

What if  a debt is felt to be owed in intimate currencies? 
Is it possible to imagine an erotograph? A sexual image given beyond 
the paucity of  mere transaction and beyond the realms of  perverse 
and puritan morality that currently pervades our globally declining 
culture(s)? Can we imagine, among the Weinstein, a sexual  
photograph which is charged only with desire?  
 
Is Dante’s horror at seeing those things of  the past not merely a 
horror of  the future, of  Beatrice, which is to say his knowledge that 
precisely Beatrice will (unless God comes to the rescue) only ever 
have been another thing that he loved, and failed at, and fucked up. 
Dante convinced himself, briefly, he was able to gaze, when all he 
really did was glance. 

 

 

 





Canto XXXII

43-45
“Blessed art thou, Griffin. Thy sacred beak 
tears not a shred of  this tree’s savoury bark, 

which makes the belly writhe in deadly pain!” 

The tree of  knowledge, eating from which causes the belly to writhe in deadly pain. 



Is photography the Griffin, or the tree, or the bark of  the tree? 
(Am I Dante, or Vergil, or Beatrice, or am I the poem? I was Dante, 
but Vergil died. And Beatrice left me. And the poem I was making, 
I had to abandon it and let someone else finish writing it. I am not 
of  the Comedy. I am a clown. A clown is of  the circus, not of  the 
comedy. I am a profane clown?) 

We are, were, we continue to be, destined to eat from the tree, 
whether we like it or not, its done, we did it, we are fucked, and 
clothed in shame. So what is next? 

The sin, the necessary sins, of  our forebears, were behovely. Which 
we might also nudge into saying - were becoming. Sin is becoming. 
We are becoming so long as we are sinning, and, recognising our 
sins as sins. If  we are not sinning we are not becoming, we are not 
human, and if  we are not recognising our sinning as our humanity, 
and therefore seeking for our sins some repentance, then we are not 
humans. Art students and other people who pretend to be from Cal-
ifornia are sure they know better than this, their crushing hubristic 
belief  in their own openness, as a kind of  absolutist hegemony, sets 
them apart from the possibility of  being human. 

Is photography truth, or knowledge, or sin? 
 
Should we seek it in ways outside of  the (scientific) pursuit of  knowl-
edge, as toward a theological or philosophical truth? 
 
Or the inverse, should we seek from it facts, empirical proofs of  
things and not worry too much at all about any particular pursuit of  
truth? 
 
Or, is photography a distraction from both of  the above? Is it a sin, 



is it, then, a necessary and behovely one, one involved in becoming?  
 
Or is it a directly, dangerously distracting invocation of  the devil, of  
pure evil? 

Yes. And my belly writhes in deadly pain having eating from it.  

 





67-67
as painter painting from his model, I 

would try to show you how I fell asleep. 
But let whoever can paint sleep, paint sleep! 



Not only can photography not paint sleep,  it also can’t paint shit. 
Which is to say, anything. It can’t paint sleep or anything or faeces or 
nothing. Photography can’t paint.  

It can photograph things. So it could photograph a shit, and having 
done so be used to re-present the notion of  shit, or even a shit, but 
it would really have very little relation to the actual, exceptional shit 
that was initially photographed. And with sleep the same problem. 
We could photograph someone sleeping, or something sleeping, a 
dog or a cat or a parrot or whatever, but then we wouldn’t actually 
be photographing sleep as such, the thing which is sleep. We would 
be photographing something which happens to be sleeping. We 
might as easily infer from a photograph of  someone sleeping that 
they are dead. In fact, given its propensity towards the “theatre of  
death” we might even be more likely to understand that if  one were 
to show others a photograph of  someone sleeping they might  
reasonably consider that the subject of  the photograph was dead. 
In terms of  my sleep, photographing my own sleep, that might be 
even harder? I could make a film of  myself  sleeping and then make 
a screen grab of  it and then look at it and think, there I am,  
sleeping. But still, it would not be sleep that was photographed. We 
could make a MRI scan of  someone’s brain when they were  
sleeping. We could go on and on. Photography, still science’s  
handmaid, still can’t paint, or photograph sleep. And frankly who 
the fuck can really sleep anymore anyway? Let those who, given  
everything, can sleep, sleep, and let us pray that those first never 
wake up so that the rest of  us might get some rest. 



128-129
“My little ship, 

O what ill-fated cargo you must bear!”

Note - 
The third catastrophe, again initiated by the eagle, is a tableau representing the 

church’s acquisition of  temporal wealth and power through what came to be renowned 
as the “Donation of  Constantine” the alleged gift of  the Western Empire to the Pa-

pacy, the “ill fated cargo” of  the little ship



 
The little ship might carry a box full of  photographs, reminding us 
of  all the dead that have gone. Or maybe it carries just a large hard 
drive with the data to make a copy of  all the photographs of   
everyone who has gone? 
 
What should we make of  the ill-fated cargo? 

I wonder if  a better name for photography would be photogriphy? 
In Scotland we already pronounce it this way. Photogriphy. Photo 
still means light. But Griphos means basket or net. Something which 
gathers. But it also carries the meaning “puzzle”. Light puzzle. 
 
Imagine a whole boat full of  them, and how little we could choose to 
engage with them in whichever form. 

And then imagine what might happen to us if  we were to pay  
attention to those images of  all of  the dead. We would go mad, I 
think? I am mad. You are mad. 

...so many? I had not thought death had undone... 



151-160
Acting as if  someone might take her from him, 

a giant, I saw, standing there by her side; 
from time to time the two of  them would kiss. 

But when she turned her roving, lustful eyes 
on me, her lover in a fit of  rage 

beat her ferociously from head to foot. 

Then, furious with jealousy, the giant 
ripped loose the monster, dragging it away 

far off into the woods, until the trees 

blocked from my sight the whore and that strange beast. 

The whore is the corrupted papacy who had been making cash from france. The giant 
is Philip III of  France. 



It is hard to tell now - who is the whore, who is the giant, who is the 
monster and are there poets anymore? Can I/we identify with the 
Comedy and the figure of  Dante? Will things, as the name Comedy 
suggests, end well? (Imagine our position in regards to politics now, 
health now, the care in society for your spirit as a human being… do 
these things seem likely to “end well”?) 

It is incredible to imagine how far we have come from authentic  
irony, as is clearly used in the Divine Comedy, especially in the  
Inferno, to Irony being something a bit kitschy. Then something that 
is almost completely indistinguishable from pastiche. And then to  
being fully and absolutely and merely pastiche. And now, then,   
beyond even the  kind of  double irony where we could enjoy  
something as funny while acknowledging that it isn’t, of  course,  
actually funny, we fugue into our kind of, perhaps, triple irony where 
it needs to have meant something, then not meant something again, 
so that it can now mean-not-mean something again… It isn’t funny, 
or fun.. 

The progressive stages of  the simulacra of  Irony. 
Genuinely comedic irony/
various shades of  Kitsch and Pastiche/
Full Pastiche 1/
Pastiche 2/
PastichePastichePastichefuckeverythingshooteveryoneunder40. 

 
Clearly we are not the poet. It seems impossible for us not to act 
now. When I drink Evian I am killing a polar bear or a penguin. If  
I had to go all the way through the Inferno I would need a bottle of  
water I suppose. So I cannot be the poet. The poet meeting  
progress on the dusty road… progress would have one of  those 



fucking aluminium dildo flask things in the side mesh pocket of  their 
vegan backpack. 

I am not the whore, I think? Although I still run, despite myself, to 
the giant of  politics to protect myself  from the cheerful  
monopolising fuckbeasts? I am of  course disappointed, but do I 
refer to politics still, in some guise? And the openly criminal judicial 
system, what about appeals there? Yet we still go about our daily 
business as though these things were concrete and functional and 
reliable or rational?

(A friend told me that of  all her “foreign” friends who would be 
affected by brexit the only ones who knew they and their whole  
families were safe were those who worked for Amazon, who had 
promised to pay the £65 fee for “foreign” nationals to remain  
working in the UK, and for all of  their families, too. So perhaps I 
am not the whore and Amazon is not the monster? Or, perhaps the 
monster is grown so large that the giant presents no threat to the 
whore anymore? Is the whore so utterly insignificant as to have lost 
all status, all status as being shunned, being outside, being sinful, 
greedy etc etc blah blah. The whore is of  the same order of   
widespread indifference that the giant shows to any other individual. 
As pure apparatus the Giant does not need to be jealous, or even 
scared of  mortality. If  the business collapses everyone who has stolen 
enough will already have it safely stashed away, legally, naturally. 
Or perhaps the beast is rather merely the bureaucrat, as Hannah 
Arendt warned us. The pure conformist, sitting typing away happily 
earning enough for the two up two down and the kids steiner fees. 
Perhaps the arch asshat who diligently and slowly ruins the lives of  
others with their jobsworthyness is the beast, a limb, a flaccid  
member of  the monster?) 

And what if  photography is the giant? What if  we want to be poets 



with our little robot picture makers, but it is actually then us, the 
“poets”, who are the giant? We are the one capable of  bludgeoning 
the whore and destroying the monster of  politics? Dragging them 
off to the woods, to the secret dark place, to manipulate and mend 
them? 

The poet photographer is a whore elevated to the station of  Giant, 
monstering the lives of  all shades. 

 

 

 



Canto XXXIII

31-33
“It is my wish that you 

from now on free yourself  from fear and shame, 
and cease to speak like someone in a dream.”

Beatrice to Dante on the way to Paradise. The idea, presumably, being that in order to 
be free one must accept the scorn of  others, from the fear of  offending or being offend-
ed, from being afraid to speak of  the truth of  truth. And to do so, perhaps here like 

Paul, and certainly like Dante, in a language which people can understand. No more 
romantic dreamy pish, speak italian, or vulgar greek, or whatever people can under-

stand. And speak the truth of  the truth to power! 



 Lacan splits his schematic proposing the understanding of  human 
subjectivity, intially, into realms of  the Imaginary, Symbolic and 
Real. 

If  we are progressing beyond merely the Imaginary (which we might 
read as the “real world” as we experience it with our senses) of  
painting we need a new tool.   

And so photography is potentially progressive, and leaps into the 
Symbolic register? That would be quite a claim, I suppose. Like 
the one that says photography is the most significant change in our 
intellectual and cultural environment since the printing press three 
hundred years before.

The symbolic register is the register of  meaning produced by 
language. So photography can’t really belong here? A “beautiful 
photograph” is merely a photograph of  some object or person which 
the viewer loves which lingers there, unregenerately we might say, in 
the Imaginary. So it is sort of  a sign, it works in a register which is 
not immediately Imaginary, in that it is a representation, but it is also 
not a Symbolic thing because it is reproducible as object. It has no 
aura. Etc etc, etc etc. 

The photograph has nothing to do with the appreciation of  the  
photograph as object as memory. If  photography does anything in 
the Symbolic register at all it only seems to functionally short circuit 
it? It produces a loop of  the imaginary in the symbolic, it is like a 
virus, an infestation of  the imaginary in the symbolic? 

So perhaps from painting photography takes us all the way into the 
Real? 
(The Real is the register of  the unrepresentable. The unsymbolis-



able. Something so utterly beyond sense or language that it rocks the 
very foundation of  our experience as human beings, the extra thing 
there which we can’t quite describe but which changes us,  
profoundly, and is at the root of  our core of  anxiety and desire.) Are 
photographs “Beyond Words” like the photo bookshop in Edinburgh 
was called? Do we pay attention to photographs in a way which 
would allow us to recognise this potentially consciousness changing 
level? 

Susan Sontag wrote about how, after she had seen the photographs 
from the concentration camps in the Second World War, her life 
had been effectively split in two? But again this was not about the 
photographs as such, rather about the acts which they depicted. One 
could have a much more complete picture of  what happened in the 
concentration camps by reading and listening to testimony. To look 
at pictures of  something and imagine that one knows anything about 
them is something Sontag dismisses entirely, in the same essay. So… 
perhaps not the Real, either then? (Although not in the way Sontag 
describes, my thesis is that not photographs, but the photographic as 
such do or can resonate in this field of  the Real, if  each photograph 
is taken precisely as the residue of  the greater meter of  the  
photographic, but… I can count on one hand the number of   
photographers work which does this) 

So photography, the photographic, is not something which is  
Imaginary or Symbolic or Real? What is left? Lacan later enclosed 
his borromean knot of  ISR inside a dotted line which he called the 
Sinthome. Photography is symptom. The photographic is  
potentially, Real.

(The californian approach to life, sharing ones camera roll, because 
nothing one does is wrong. That is all over, after all, isn’t it? We are 
beyond good and evil, a kind of  Nietzschean yogic mantra. “EX-



POSE! SHARE!”  

Donald exposes everything. And the others hide bits he can’t  
possibly have done, just like in 1984, although that’s not really  
allowed as reference anymore either is it?  

Maybe it is only because I am British and not American that I  
cannot free myself  from fear and shame, my European fear and 
trembling is too constitutive.)  

Here, in this stanza, perhaps is the basis of  my theological  
reappraisal of  the photographic? We must recognise the dreamy 
Imaginary of  painting, the prison Symbolic of  language and the 
pant shitting immediacy of  the photographic situation we decline 
under the symptom of  photography. 

 

 



75-77
“it is my wish that you carry back with you 

if  not my words themselves, at least some trace, 
as pilgrims bring their staves back wreathed with palm.”



It is my wish that you keep with you 
If  not my de-socketed eyeballs themselves, then at least some stain, 
As murderers bring back polaroids, scorched with flash. 
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